Obi(Sash)

Easy to dress in Yukata by yourself!
Separate Yukata will enrich your daily life!
How to put on a Yukata belt
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1.Adjust the belt size

2.Tie the rubber belt

3.Wrap the Obi

This is the readymade Yukata belt. To begin with,
wrap the rubber belt around your waist, and adjust
the size a little tightly with the band adjustment
buckle. Otherwise Yukata belt will become loose.

Wrap and tie the rubber belt around your waist
by hooking it in front.

Hold the Tesaki with the right hand, and wrap it
around the front waist and pass it to the left
hand.
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4.Tie the Obi
Put through the right hand into the opening behind
the back bow, and pull out the end of Obi, and bring
it to the right side.While holding the bottom left, ﬁx
the belt tightiy by pulling it well toward the right side.

5.Fasten the Obi ﬁrmly

Tie Obijime cord and put Obi brooch

After letting Obi go through the ﬁxing band, fold
back the obi at the purple line in the picture, and
push the end of Obi behind the bow to hide.

Letting the Obijime cord through the opening behind
the back bow, tie it at front around the center of the
Obi. Move the knot to the back to hide it.
Put Obi brooch at the center front on the Obijime cord.

Adjust the shape and itｓ ﬁnished.

Adjust the shape to look balanced and symmetry.
It's more easy if you fasten the Obi at front, and then rotate it clockwise with 180 degree to the back.
We recommend that you will NOT do machine washing. At the cleaning, spread a
little spray water , and put a cotton towel over it. Air dry outdoors on a hanger
away from direct sunlight.
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